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Flipped Interlibrary Loan (F.I.L.L.): Putting Interlibrary Loan in the 
Driver’s Seat of Acquisitions 
 
Daniel L. Huang 
Lehigh University, Bethlehem, PA USA 
 
Interlibrary loan (ILL) is an important service point in the academic library, a channel 
through which patrons can ask for specific books and expect that those books will be 
made available to them. Examining the methods in which libraries handle those requests 
may reveal new workflows wherein ILL can influence the direction of the library’s 
permanent acquisitions. ILL data is able to drive immediate purchases of user-requested 
titles but also more complex models of acquisition. By comparing circulation rates and 
expenditures against traditional book approval plans, acquisitions departments may also 
measure the financial effectiveness of purchase on demand programs and use them to 
both supplement and supplant those approval plans. At the core of Lehigh University’s 
efforts is an internal library philosophy called “Flipped Interlibrary Loan” (F.I.L.L.), by 
which ILL can and should inform permanent acquisitions for the library collection.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Lehigh University Libraries introduced its first purchase on demand program in 2016. Although 
patrons were well satisfied with our interlibrary loan services, ILL staff were frustrated by their 
inability to assist patrons by purchasing requested materials that could not be obtained through 
interlibrary loan. At the same time, our librarians determined that redirecting patron requests 
from ILL to the Acquisitions department would yield useful collection development data. Our 
Director of Library Collections and Director of Library Access suggested that both departments 
work together to acquire requested materials and place them in the hands of the requestors in 
as little time as possible. 
 
Lehigh’s attempts to reimagine the relationship between Acquisitions and ILL were precipitated 
by mandates from our Director of Collections and Director of Access services. These 
statements were not made merely in response to the changes in the library budget but also as 
an affirmation of Lehigh’s commitment to high service standards.  
 
● "Encourage faculty to think institutionally about ILL book requests. Have the library buy 
the books that have demonstrated value to our patrons. And do so in a way that is on 
par or faster than ILL.“  
● “Acquisitions and ILL should work together to leverage their experience and talents so 
that both departments will deliver better customer service. We need to meet our patrons’ 
needs and provide permanent access to some collections instead of just relying on ILL.” 
 
The Acquisitions department took up the challenge by formulating an approach to library 
acquisitions that would leverage the experience and data from our interlibrary loan department. 
This approach would minimize the number of repeat renewals of ILL books as well as the 
likelihood that multiple requests would be filed for any given book within a short span of time. 
With funding already being used to acquire temporary copies of oft-requested materials, the 
Lehigh libraries staff determined that a better service model would involve the purchase of 
permanent print or ebook copies of these materials.  
 
At Lehigh University this model is internally referred to as “F.I.L.L.” which stands for “Flipped 
Interlibrary Loan.” Traditionally, when a patron sought a book that was not in the library’s 
permanent collection he would turn to ILL to find out whether the book was available elsewhere. 
The goal of F.I.L.L. is to flip that traditional relationship and instead have ILL drive the direction 
of the request by recommending its purchase of the requested book. Another advantage of the 
F.I.L.L. model is that it utilizes our internal reports to generate data that informs future collection 
development. 
 
Lehigh’s librarians codified these principles in an effort to explain to stakeholders why this 
methodology was important to library users. These principles prioritized rapid delivery of 
permanent additions to the library collection, while informing the requestor of their immediate 
availability. In addition, the foundation was laid for collaboration between ILL and Acquisitions. 
 
1. Usage data about materials and the increasing amount of data available for decision 
making  is evidence for potential collection development 
2. There is an intrinsic value to having permanent access to often-requested materials 
especially in cases where temporary access is insufficient 
3. Delivery of materials to patrons must remain at competitive speeds to temporary 
methods of access to ensure patron trust 
4. Timely communication is crucial to patron relations 
5. Collaboration between ILL staff and Acquisitions staff has benefits for collection 
development 
 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Before the integration of Acquisitions and ILL into one flexible workflow the Acquisitions 
department researched the true costs of ILL and purchase on demand processes. Literature 
indicates that staff costs and circulation rates are important when calculating the return on the 
investment in a purchase on demand program. Van Dyk estimated that the minimum cost for 
Acquisitions and cataloging staff to process a book order, was respectively $8.50 and $8.87, 
regardless of whether the book was ordered using a purchase on demand method (2011). 
Purchase on demand has also demonstrated that the circulation rate of such items is either 
higher or comparable to those of books obtained using traditional acquisition methods (Way, 
2009). 
  
 
  
Purchase on demand models by their nature place limits library acquisitions The Brigham 
Young model enforced a strict $80 price limit, pending librarian approval, while excluding 
popular fiction and other less academic categories (Alder, 2008). Librarians often self-imposed 
such limits out of a desire to both maintain control over collections and to safeguard their role in 
the collection development process (Tyler, Melvin, Epp, & Kreps, 2014). Commonly restricted 
purchases included textbooks and dissertations, items not published within the previous several 
years, popular titles, and hard to find items with an excessive turnaround time (Kochan & 
Duncan, 2016).  
 
Multiple studies have been conducted to determine the financial benefits of purchase on 
demand programs. A 1998 study showed that the average cost of an interlibrary loan was 
approximately $17.50 per transaction with the borrowing library incurring two thirds of that cost 
(Jackson, 1998). Perdue and Van Fleet’s landmark article (Perdue & Van Fleet, 1999) on 
borrowing versus purchasing reasserts the critical argument that, while an ILL transaction 
effectively satisfies one patron and fulfills an immediate information need, it does not in any way 
benefit the library’s permanent collection.  
 
Documented examples of successful purchase on demand programs, although often relying 
heavily on outmoded methods of request transfer, were found to generate significant goodwill 
among their patrons. Patrons of purchase on demand programs such as the one implemented 
at Purdue University Library expressed overall satisfaction with the program despite its stated 
turnaround time of eight business days (Allen, Ward, Wray, and Debus-Lopez, 2003).  
 
A relatively new technology solution is GIST, the Getting It System Toolkit, an ILLiad software 
add-on developed by a team at SUNY Geneseo under the IDS Project. Dan Heuer from 
Bucknell University utilized GIST to track new patron-submitted purchase requests and 
reoriented ILLiad’s notification system to keep patrons apprised of each step of the process 
(Heuer, 2015). GIST creates a separate workflow within ILLiad that tracks requests to purchase 
print monographs (Pitcher, Bowersox, Oberlander, Sullivan, 2010). The integration of 
Acquisitions and ILL into one flexible workflow prevents bottlenecks and allows staff from both 
departments to use the same software interface to share information and request forms. 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
Lehigh University scheduled the implementation of GIST’s webform and ILLiad client 
customizations in the fall of 2015. One of the library’s directives was to process and deliver on 
these requests with the same celerity as ILL. To that end the Acquisitions department chose 
Amazon as its primary book vendor, because of their rapid shipping speed and the 
comparability of their pricing to the discounted pricing offered by YBP Library Services. The 
average two business day shipping speed of Amazon Prime coupled with the rapidity of 
cataloging processes promised a three to five business day turnaround, on par with that of the 
Purdue University model (Allen, Ward, Wray, and Debus-Lopez, 2003).. A study was conducted 
in order to capture the cost of YBP Library Services and at the point of invoice collect the 
Amazon pricing.  
 
Table 1 
Lehigh University Pricing Study of YBP Library Services versus Amazon (Total Cost over 76 Purchases) 
  
YBP Library Services 
 
Amazon 
 
Difference 
 
Cost of Monographs 
 
$1,462.28 
 
$1,620.00 
 
-$157.72 
 
Shipping and Metadata 
 
$47.88 
 
$29.64 
 
$18.24 
 
Total Spent 
 
$1,510.16 
 
$1,649.64 
 
-$139.48 
 
Based on a sample size of over seventy titles across a breadth of subject areas, and while 
balancing the benefit of two-day rush shipping with the loss of the MARC metadata services 
from YBP, the study determined that the library could absorb the 9.23% increase in price from 
$1,510.16 to $1,649.64 (Table 1). The additional costs for Amazon were formulated by dividing 
the library’s 2015 Amazon Prime shipping fees, divided over 251 items purchased ($0.39 per 
item). An estimate of the additional costs from YBP Library Services was derived from the 2015 
total of $1,650 charged for metadata that provided MARC records for approximately 2600 titles 
($0.63 per item). 
 
Lehigh University’s ILLiad is a self-hosted instance staffed by experienced systems personnel 
who were able to quickly install the GIST add-on in the ILLiad web directory. The installation 
required Amazon and OCLC API keys in order to unlock the full functionality of the updated 
GIST webform. After customization of the GIST settings in the web directory, the staff created 
GIST-specific routing rules and other customizations in ILLiad. 
 
The service was rebranded as “Express Purchase” (Figure 1) in order to inform users that the 
service was about both the speed of delivery and the option of requesting books for permanent 
acquisition. A graphics designer created a logo for Express Purchase, using basic book imagery 
and integrating the Lehigh University colors brown and white. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1 
Lehigh University Logo for Express Purchase 
 
 
Initial marketing consisted of outreach to faculty liaisons for assistance in identifying testers in 
their respective departments while librarians focused on communication with the faculty 
members who were known to be frequent users of interlibrary loan. An article on Express 
Purchase was also published in the library newsletter, a banner ad put on the library website, 
and a special button on the sidebar. Frontline library staff were given brochures and small 
posters (Figure 2) to help instruct patrons in the use of Express Purchase as an alternative to 
the traditional interlibrary loan. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2 
Lehigh University Advertisement for Educating Faculty about Express Purchase 
 
 
Although a number of faculty users expressed interest in testing this new method of ordering 
print books, they had doubts about its accessibility. They were concerned that the new form 
would be complicated and time-consuming; however, their fears were eased by assurances that 
not only was the webform in the same familiar ILLiad interface but the GIST webform was a 
streamlined and improved version of the existing ILLIad form (Figure 3). The new form required 
an ISBN or an author and title search in order to generate search results and to complete the 
Express Purchase request. 
 
Figure 3 
Lehigh University Express Purchase Webform 
 
 
The new workflow in Acquisitions required minimal training since staff users had only to 
understand how the request files were organized and which email communication to send to the 
user at each step of the process. Email communications triggered routing rules configured 
during implementation, so the status of the request changed based on the action taken. All 
requests started at the “Awaiting Acquisitions Processing” status. If a book was ordered, the 
staff user employed the “Ordered: Awaiting Vendor Delivery” email template. Sending the email 
moved the request to the “Acquisitions Request Ordered from Vendor” status as a result of the 
customizations to the ILLiad routing rules (Table 2).  
 
Table 2 
Lehigh University Express Purchase Patron Communications and ILLIad Routing Rules 
Email Template Routing Rule 
Ordered: Awaiting Vendor Delivery Routes request to “Ordered: Awaiting Vendor Delivery” 
queue 
Pending: Request Requires Librarian Approval Routes request to “Awaiting Librarian Approval” 
Rejected: Route to ILL Requires manual routing of request to ILL Borrowing 
Received: Awaiting User Pickup Routes request to “Acquisitions Request Available” 
 
If a book purchase request could not be fulfilled, two more templates and two additional 
statuses were employed. The “Pending: Request Requires Librarian Approval” sent the request 
to the “Awaiting Librarian Approval” queue and notify both subject librarian and patron that the 
item required additional processing time. A collection development librarian had the final say in 
whether or not to proceed with that request. The “Rejected: Route to ILL” template notified the 
patron that the purchase request was not feasible. A staff member manually routed that request 
to the ILL Borrowing module, since using a routing rule to change statuses between modules 
was not possible in ILLiad.  
 
The “Pending” and “Rejected” email templates were used only when a book did not meet the 
preset criteria. The librarian-imposed criteria were such that, if a request was allowed to 
proceed, it was sent to a subject librarian for approval or routed to ILL for fulfillment (Table 3). 
This decision process is intended to take place within one business day so that the patron is not 
inconvenienced by the library’s internal workflows. If the request was approved, the Acquisitions 
department purchased the book and used the “Ordered: Awaiting Vendor Delivery” to 
communicate that to the patron. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 3 
Lehigh University Internal Criteria for Express Purchase 
Criteria Reasoning 
Is this book disqualified for rush shipping? If we cannot acquire the book quickly, the faculty will 
lose faith in the program’s “Express” promise 
Is this book a textbook? Textbook purchases are inherently unsustainable and 
inappropriate for this program. 
Is the cost of the book over $150? We wished to implement some form of cost control and 
wanted to allow the subject librarian to have some final 
say. 
Is the book published more than five years ago? The librarians felt they needed some control over 
whether or not out of scope titles were purchased and 
wanted to at least mediate those requests personally. 
Is the book currently owned by our library? Our library has a policy of never buying second copies 
of a print book due to space limitations. 
 
Even with the negligible difference in pricing, however, the collection development librarians 
remained wary of possible of cost overruns and were concerned with the number of potential 
requests. Initially the decision was made to allow only faculty to exercise ordering privileges 
(while retaining the decision to roll the service out to students). 
 
Once the print book arrived, generally within the expected two to three business days, staff 
reconciled the purchase order in the ILS and retrieved and uploaded an appropriate MARC 
record. A dated paper hold slip was added to the book and then the email template “Received: 
Awaiting Customer Pickup” was used both to route the request to the “Acquisitions Request 
Available” status and to notify the patron that their Express Purchase book is ready. A staff 
person rush cataloged the new book, made the book shelf ready, and placed the book on the 
hold shelf for the requesting patron to pick up. The departmental benchmark for this process is 
to make the book available the same business day upon receipt of the shipment. The dated hold 
slip specified the date on which book should be shelved in the regular stacks should the patron 
not pick up the book when requested. 
 
Additionally, any library staff member, including the interlibrary loan staff, was permitted to 
transfer a request from the Borrowing module of ILLiad to the “Awaiting Acquisitions 
Processing” queue. With this modification, ILL book borrowing requests were seamlessly 
converted to Acquisitions requests within the ILLiad client. The ease of this workflow minimized 
interruption to their daily interlibrary loan duties.  
 
RESULTS 
 
One of the recurring questions from administrators and librarians alike is whether a purchase on 
demand program such as Express Purchase is financially viable. The Lehigh University libraries 
expended a total cost of $3,134.74 for 48 individual Express Purchase requests as the total 
acquisitions budget expenditure for that subset of purchases, making the average cost per 
Express Purchase acquisition $65.31 (Table 4). When totaling the costs of staff time and actual 
expenditures, the comparison of ILL to Express Purchase is $17.50 to $82.68, which seems to 
indicate that ILL is more cost effective (Table 5).  
 
Table 4 
Lehigh University Express Purchase Statistics 
Months Program Publicly Active Four months 
Total Number of Express Purchase Requests 48 
Orders not Received from Vendor 4 
Orders Received and Paid 44 
Total Number of Circulations 42 
Items Circulated Only Once 34 
Items Circulated Twice or More 4 
Items Not Circulated  4 
Circulation Rate 91% 
Total Expenditure $3,134,74 
Cost Per Circulation $68.73 
Average Material Cost Per Item Purchased $65.31 
 
Table 5 
Lehigh University Estimated Expenditures for Express Purchase versus Interlibrary Loan Costs (Van Dyk, 2011) 
 Express Purchase Interlibrary Loan 
Cost Associated with Purchasing 
for Permanent Collection 
$65.31 $0.00 
Cataloging Staff Time Cost  
(Van Dyk Study) 
$8.87 $0.00 
Acquisitions Staff Time Cost  
(Van Dyk Study) 
$8.50 $0.00 
Circulation/ILL Total Cost  
(Van Dyk Study) 
$0.00 $17.50 
Total $82.68 $17.50 
 
 
However, comparing a purchase to a loan is not a useful comparison since our directors 
recognized an intrinsic value to ownership of a title versus an interlibrary loan. An earlier annual 
review of collection development plans revealed that of the print books purchased through 
traditional methods that several subject areas had low circulation rates. Although Express 
Purchase was initially conceived as a means of improving service to patrons, Lehigh’s librarians 
wished to analyze if such a program was also an effective method of supplementing traditional 
collection development processes or even supplanting parts of those approaches.  
 
The initial assumption of our librarians was that Express Purchase would become comparatively 
expensive since there is a significant discount on print books through Lehigh University’s 
existing approval plans, obtained from YBP Library Services, based upon an earlier study 
(Table 1). Our librarians also assumed that additional costs from the Van Dyk estimates of 
$8.87 for cataloging staff time and $8.50 for acquisitions staff time would add to those costs 
significantly (2011). A report that was based on the internal financial reporting functions of our 
Open Library Environment 1.6.2 ILS showed the circulation rate, cost per item, and cost per 
circulation as metrics for all the different acquisitions models. Table 6 shows a subsection of 
Lehigh’s highest performing and lowest performing approval plans. Table 7 takes the average of 
the approval plan performance and compares its costs and circulation rates to those of the 
Express Purchase acquisitions.  
 
The key finding of our study of Express Purchase and approval plan statistics is that the return 
on investment in Express Purchase is a significantly better value than the approval plan method. 
What surprised our librarians was that although the cost per Express Purchase item is higher on 
average when accounting for staff time and the YBP Library Services discount, the circulation 
rate of those titles is more than five times that of the approval books (Table 7). Additionally, the 
cost per circulation for the approval books is almost five times higher than that of Express 
Purchase ($68.73 compared to $320.98 for the approval plans). The Express Purchase titles 
are also more likely than the approval books to circulate (91% compared to 16.62% for the 
approval plans), probably because there is a proven user interest and concomitant utilization of 
the same resources by other users.  
 
Table 6 
Lehigh University Selected High and Low Performing (2015) Approval Plan Costs and Circulation Rate 
Account Items 
Purchased 
Total 
Circulation 
Program 
Cost 
Items Not 
Circulated 
Average 
Cost/Item 
Cost per 
Circulation 
Circulation 
Rate 
AP Plan 1 171 44 $5,744.41 134 $33.59 $130.56 21.64% 
AP Plan 2 264 56 $10,116.85 215 $38.32 $180.66 18.56% 
AP Plan 3 36 4 $830.64 33 $23.03 $207.66 8.33% 
AP Plan 4 71 24 $2,770.39 52 $39.02 $115.43 26.76% 
AP Plan 5 232 48 $19,879.09 194 $85.69 $414.15 16.38% 
AP Plan 6 310 30 $26,322.35 285 $84.91 $877.41 8.06% 
Mean     $50.76   $320.98 16.62% 
 
 
 
 
Table 7 
Lehigh University Comparison between Average Approval Plans and Express Purchase Costs 
 Express Purchase Approval Plan 
Cost per Item $65.31 $50.76 
Cost per Circulation $68.73 $320.98 
Acq/Cat Staff Cost $17.37 $17.37 
Circulation Rate 91% 16.62% 
 
In the long term, the Express Purchase model offers a significant advantage over interlibrary 
loan because acquisitions remain in the library’s permanent collection, adding an intrinsic and 
immeasurable benefit in book ownership. They would be remiss if they relied on ILL to secure 
books that, if obtained through Express Purchase, might become oft-used items in the library’s 
collection. Based on an initial ILL cost of $17.50, as determined by Jackson’s study (1998), the 
cost per circulation of an Express Purchase book decreases with every subsequent usage while 
the overall cost of a repeated ILL borrowing loan increases with every patron request (Table 8). 
By the fifth ILL loan of an item, the total expenditure related to borrowing that book has 
exceeded the potential cost of having instead acquired it for the library's permanent collection. 
 
Table 8 
Comparing ILL to Express Purchase: Cost Per Circulation over Time 
 First Usage Second Usage Third Usage Fourth Usage Fifth Usage 
ILL $17.50 $17.50 $17.50 $17.50 $17.50 
Express 
Purchase 
$82.68 $41.34 $20.67 $10.34 $5.17 
ILL Total Cost $17.50 $35.00 $52.50 $70.00 $87.50 
Express 
Purchase Total 
Cost 
$82.68 $82.68 $82.68 $82.68 $82.68 
 
DISCUSSION 
 
The university faculty response to the Express Purchase program was immediately positive. 
Their positive experience inspired confidence in the Express Purchase program and assured 
the faculty users future book requests would promptly be fulfilled. Additionally, regular email 
notifications kept them apprised of the status of their requests and provided transparency 
regarding the librarians’ decision making process. One professor who had earlier conveyed his 
doubts regarding the library’s ability to fulfill requests at the cited speed stated “Wow, that was 
pretty fast. I should use this again.” An enthusiastic repeat user excitedly told other faculty at a 
reception that “This is the kind of service I expect, keep it up.” Many faculty also expressed a 
willingness to take an active role in creating the library's permanent collection. 
 
The speed of the Express Purchase program contributed greatly to the program’s success in 
unanticipated ways. Following a presentation on Express Purchase at the 2016 Great Lakes 
Resource Sharing Conference, other librarians who had implemented GIST workflows or other 
purchase on demand programs discussed that their methodology included purchasing books 
through traditional vendors rather than using Amazon Prime or similar service. Those purchase 
on demand programs resulted in faculty users dissatisfied with the program’s slow rate of 
delivery. Those faculty users realized that interlibrary loan was potentially faster than purchase 
on demand and because ILL was perceived as a superior service, those GIST programs did not 
see great success.  
 
Lehigh University faculty members, especially those conducting literature-based research, 
appreciated the absence of constraints set by ILL borrowing periods. Many faculty users talked 
about the difficulties encountered in renewing an ILL book or in submitting a second ILL request 
for the same item. Having the book included in the library’s permanent collection assured faculty 
that the book would be available whenever it was needed, especially if their requests were 
honored and the speed of fulfillment met their expectations for timeliness. 
 
An earlier five year study of the library’s approval plans revealed that of 3676 total print books 
purchased, only 2392 of those books ever circulated to a patron (17.63% of the total). Since the 
traditional approval plans did not yield higher circulation rates, Lehigh’s librarians realized that 
discontinuing several of those approval plans would be prudent. Because Express Purchase 
yielded respectable circulation rates and was trusted by patrons, the librarians could confidently 
discontinue those plans, knowing that any gaps in acquiring print materials could be filled in an 
orderly manner by Acquisitions and ILL working in concert. 
  
Lehigh’s Express Purchase team has concluded that a survey of faculty perceptions would be 
valuable, both to learn more about where we succeeded and failed but also to help determine 
marketing options for the new service. The proposed factors to study include the reasons for 
faculty purchase requests, the importance of service speed, the reasons that previous 
Acquisitions webforms failed to meet the faculty’s needs, and how the library can improve the 
service. Current plans include a formal survey at the end of the 2017 fiscal year. 
 
The interlibrary loan staff members at Lehigh University noted the practical workplace benefits 
of the Express Purchase program. They responded positively to their ability to transfer a request 
from the ILLiad Borrowing module to an Acquisitions queue. If an ILL patron expressed 
frustration with the duration of the loan period for a particular book, put in a second request for 
the same book, or believed that the book would be a valuable addition to the library’s collection, 
a staff member could instantly flip a request over to Acquisitions for Express Purchase. And if a 
library staffer saw a ILLiad Borrowing request for a book that had been requested several times 
before, the staff user could decide whether to send that request to Acquisitions. The ability to 
make the determination regarding the status of a book request boosted the sense of 
empowerment in the ILL department, while the elimination of repeat ILL book requests 
decreased the staff users’ workload and increased their efficiency.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The Express Purchase program at Lehigh University succeeded due to the library staff’s trust in 
the Flipped Interlibrary Loan model. An analysis of the process yielded several important 
lessons. The librarians learned that they needed to expand their trust of the ILL practitioners, 
since their knowledge, experience, and active engagement with faculty patrons is essential for 
driving the future of a library’s collection development plan. Relying on the ILL staff to take a 
fundamental role in the acquisitions process not only empowered the ILL staff members and 
improved their morale but also provided the collection development team with assistance in the 
selection process. Future acquisitions models of the Lehigh University libraries will take into 
account the F.I.L.L. model before proceeding with major changes to collection development 
policy.  
 
University faculty were also empowered by the Express Purchase process which helped them to 
both appreciate the increased transparency of the process and gain awareness of a realistic 
turnaround time. In the eyes of several faculty members, Lehigh’s libraries are now trusted 
partners that can be depended on to quickly acquire needed resources, and to guarantee 
ongoing access to those resources. An unexpected finding was that the speed of the Express 
Purchase program was an absolutely essential component of the program’s success. As the 
faculty’s confidence in the fulfillment process grew, so did the realization that ILL was not 
necessarily the faster option, motivating “power” ILL users to choose  Express Purchase over 
ILL. 
 
Although interlibrary loan of a book was initially cheaper, the analysis of the cost of processing 
and the books themselves revealed that Express Purchase was less expensive and more 
intrinsically valuable to the library in the long term as there were more circulations of those titles. 
And in comparison to the traditional approval plans, Express Purchase provided the librarians 
with confidence that there is a strong potential for at least one usage of the books being ordered 
in the Express Purchase workflow. This near guaranteed usage of the books purchased means 
that the service is far more efficient than the approval plans, which requires an average 
expenditure of $320.98 plus staff time to generate one circulation usage, while Express 
Purchase requires only $68.73 plus equivalent staff time to generate the same utility. These 
results allowed Lehigh’s librarians to confidently discontinue several approval plans, given the 
knowledge that generally any faculty request could be handled through Express Purchase.  
 
The success of the Express Purchase program has also led to increased confidence among 
Lehigh’s librarians for using the ILL data for even more complex and expensive projects. Future 
changes to the program include formalizing a relationship with a vendor in support of print book 
acquisitions through Express Purchase in order to minimize the usage of staff time while still 
maintaining the same level of speed and service to Lehigh University’s faculty.  
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